CALLING DOCTORAL STUDENTS

Applications now open for Cumberland Lodge Scholarships 2021-23

Cumberland Lodge has been providing transformative experiences for students for almost 75 years. We challenge silo thinking and inspire people to think creatively about pressing issues that threaten to divide society.

Our **two-year scholarships** are designed to fit around, and enhance, your doctoral studies. They provide a **unique opportunity** to develop the communications, public engagement and interdisciplinary skills that will set you apart.

**What's involved?**
- Participating in our annual Scholars’ Retreat at Cumberland Lodge (10-12 Sep 2021)
- Attending our Cumberland Lodge Dialogue, conferences, consultations and report launches
- Writing blogs/articles and recording podcasts
- Contributing to the development of our programme of events and educational activities.

**What's in it for me?**
- A unique opportunity to **network with senior figures in public life**, including: leading academics, politicians, civil servants, chief executives, faith leaders, journalists and frontline activists
- Guidance on **developing intellectual leadership**
- **Training** in communications and public engagement
- Opportunities to take part in **interdisciplinary discussions and debates** on pressing issues, and to contribute to recommendations for positive action and policy change
- The chance to gain **event facilitation experience**
- **Personal Development Grant** of up to £300
- **Food, accommodation and travel costs**, whilst attending our conferences and events.

‘*It’s incredibly important that, as academics, we look beyond the confines of our disciplines, and consider wider social and ethical problems. Cumberland Lodge gives us the chance to do just that.*’ - Dr Sam Fowles, PhD from Queen Mary, University of London

‘*The scholarship’s had a huge impact on my personal and professional development. It’s empowered me to think more creatively about my career path, and given me a stronger commitment to making an impact on society.*’ - Dr Adelina Sharman, PhD from Coventry University

**How do I apply?**
For full details and to apply online, please go to: [cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/scholarship-applications](http://cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/scholarship-applications)

**Applications deadline:** Fri 9 April 2021

**Interviews (via Zoom):** w/c Mon 3 May 2021
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